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Abstract After observing various inexperienced modelers
constructing a business process model based on the same tex-
tual case description, it was noted that great differences
existed in the quality of the produced models. The impression
arose that certain quality issues originated from cognitive fail-
ures during the modeling process. Therefore, we developed an
explanatory theory that describes the cognitive mechanisms
that affect effectiveness and efficiency of process model con-
struction: the Structured Process Modeling Theory (SPMT).
This theory states that modeling accuracy and speed are higher
when the modeler adopts an (i) individually fitting (ii)
structured (iii) serialized process modeling approach. The
SPMT is evaluated against six theory quality criteria.

Keywords Business process modeling . Process of process
modeling .Explanatory theory . Structuredprocessmodeling .

Cognitive fit

1 Introduction

For the design and analysis of information systems for orga-
nizations, analysts typically deal with the complexity of the
organization by using conceptual models. These models ab-
stract from specific instances and represent the generic prop-
erties of the modeled system. The focus in this paper is on
process models, which are considered to be a specific kind of
conceptual models. A process model is a mostly graphical
representation that documents the different steps that are or
that have to be performed in the execution of a particular
process under study, together with their execution constraints
such as the allowed sequence or the potential responsible ac-
tors for these steps (Dumas et al. 2013; Weske 2007).

The recent developments in research about process models
can be classified into three research streams. One stream stud-
ies the application of process models. For example, the con-
struction of process models has shown to be a key success
factor in process redesign (Kock et al. 2009; Xiao and
Zheng 2012), software development (Krishnan et al. 1999),
and communication (Abecker et al. 2000; Davies et al. 2006).
Therefore it is important that the quality of process models is
high.

A second research stream is thus investigating the quality
of process models. Traditionally, it is believed that the quality
of the model has to be evaluated relative to the purpose of the
model (Juran and Gryna 1988; Lindland et al. 1994). An
abundance of process model quality dimensions and metrics,
targeted at various purposes, has thus been examined (Nelson
et al. 2012; Vanderfeesten et al. 2007). For example, if the
process model is created as a tool for communication about
a particular process, the comprehensibility of the model by its
intended readers can be regarded as an important quality di-
mension. In case the process model has to serve as input for a
process-aware information system, syntactic correctness and
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semantic completeness may be considered to be more crucial.
An extensive overview of quality dimensions and related met-
rics is presented by (Sánchez-González et al. 2013) in their
systematic literature review on process model quality
research.

Recently, a third stream of process model research originat-
ed that shifts the focus from investigating what are character-
istics of a good process model towards the study of how good
process models are constructed. For instance, Brown et al.
(2011) investigated how the use of virtual world technology
increases modeler empowerment and consensual develop-
ment during model ing in col laborat ive set t ings.
Collaborative process modeling and how technology supports
this activity is also the subject of (Recker et al. 2013). Further,
Pinggera et al. (2013) identified three process modeling styles
relating to variations in modeling speed and model
reconciliation. Lastly, Claes et al. (2015) developed a visual-
ization that represents how process models are created in
terms of consecutive operations on the model in a modeling
tool.

Similar trends of research shift existed already in the broad
field of conceptual modeling (e.g., Hoppenbrouwers et al.
2005) and the even more general area of system analysis and
development (e.g., Chakraborty et al. 2010; Nunamaker and
Chen 1990). The underlying assumption in all of these studies
is that the quality of the product depends on the quality of the
process that creates the product, at least to some extent. Based
on the observations described in this paper, we subscribe to
this assumption and presume that certain quality concerns are
caused during the modeling process. Therefore, we abstract
from the different process model quality dimensions and study
the cognitive mechanisms during the process of process
modeling in which these quality issues originate.

We define the process of process modeling (PPM) as the
sequence of steps a modeler performs in order to translate his
mental image of the process into a formal, explicit and mostly
graphical process specification: the process model. The mod-
eler forms a mental representation of the process based on
direct observation and/or various descriptions of the real or
intended process such as interview transcripts, whiteboard
notes and requirements documents (Chakraborty et al. 2010).
It should also be noted that mental models are rarely stable,
they keep evolving as more information is processed (Rogers
and Rutherford 1992). Hence, the transformation of the (indi-
vidual and dynamic) mental model into an explicit process
model is a complex cognitive task. During this task the mod-
eler iterates between shaping the mental model, evaluating the
mental model, converting the mental model into a formal
model, evaluating the formal model, adapting the mental
model, etc.

Throughout this complex task the modeler is hindered
by his cognitive limits, which results in cognitive ineffec-
tiveness that can be manifested by a decrease of accuracy

and speed (Rockwell and Bajaj 2005; Sweller, 1988).
Therefore, the end goal of our research is to help the
modeler to reduce these negative effects by developing a
method for process modeling that should warrant the op-
timal use of a modeler’s cognitive functions. As advocat-
ed by (Avgerou 2000; Naumann 1986), a first, fundamen-
tal step for achieving this goal is the collection and de-
scription of the necessary knowledge that helps under-
stand why, how and when cognitive failures occur during
process modeling. Because such knowledge is not cur-
rently readily available, this paper handles entirely on its
development. The presented contribution is the Structured
Process Modeling Theory (SPMT), which explains why
the modelers that implement an optimal structuring ap-
proach towards modeling may deal with the complexity
of the task in a more cognitively effective and efficient
way.

The SPMT being an explanatory theory will indeed
serve as a foundation for the development of a method
that prescribes how to create process models in a cogni-
tively optimal way. Furthermore, the SPMT brings togeth-
er cognitive theories about learning and problem solving
in a fundamental new way and has the potential to Bgive
back^ to the cognition research field, because of the novel
view on (the combined application) of these theories. This
paper has practical significance by providing knowledge
that can be used for process modeling training, for differ-
entiated tool development, etc.

In Section 2, the methodology that was used to build
and to test the SPMT is discussed. The theory was devel-
oped by adapting and combining cognitive theories to the
context of process modeling in order to explain the vary-
ing success of different observed modeling approaches.
The way these observations were collected is described
in Section 3. Subsequently, Section 4 provides the theo-
retical background for the developed SPMT, which itself
is presented in Section 5. Next, the SPMT is evaluated in
Section 6. The context of the research is outlined in
Section 7, which summarizes related work. Finally,
Section 8 contains an extensive discussion and a brief
conclusion is provided in Section 9.

2 Research methodology

Multiple research paradigms exist in Information Systems
amongst which design science and behavioral science are
prevalent paradigms (March and Smith 1995). Design science
is centered on the development of research artifacts such as
constructs, models or methods, which have to possess value or
utility (Hevner et al. 2004). Behavioral science is concerned
with developing knowledge about human behavior, represent-
ed by theories (Simon 1996). The selection of the research
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methodology depends on the research question. Based on de-
scriptions in the introduction, this question can be phrased as:

RQ. Why do people struggle with the complexity of
constructing a process model?

The above research question asks for explanations of hu-
man behavior and thus an explanatory theory was developed
that describes the cognitive leverages that play a role while
constructing a process model. An explanatory theory^ pro-
vides explanations but does not aim to predict with any pre-
cision. There are no testable propositions.^ (Gregor 2006, p.
620). Other types of theories exist as well. A predictive theory
for example does not provide explanations, but it does include
testable propositions with predictable effects. Next to descrip-
tive theories such as the explanatory or predictive theories,
also prescriptive theories exist. Instead of only describing,
explaining or predicting relations between constructs, they
offer concrete prescriptions and relate the proposed actions
to certain consequences (Gregor 2006).

2.1 Theory building

The input for theory development may include
(objective) observations (Godfrey-Smith 2009; Nagel
1979), as well as (subjective) impressions (Popper
2005). New theory can then be developed by searching
for explanations for the observations and impressions
(Weick 1989). In order to collect observations and im-
pressions about how modelers construct process models,
exploratory modeling sessions were performed (see
Section 3). An explanation for the observed relations
between modeling approach and cognitive failures was
searched for in cognitive literature. Section 4 explains
how cognitive theories propose that the human brain is
limited in handling complex tasks and if the brain gets
overloaded, modelers tend to work slower and make
more mistakes. These theories can explain the observed
behavior and varying success of the modelers while
constructing process models. We compiled and synthe-
sized these theories into the central contribution of this
paper: the Structure Process Modeling Theory (SPMT),
presented in Section 5.

2.2 Theory testing

For most theories, the actual value can only be measured on
the long term, by evaluating its actual use by others (Weick
1989). Nevertheless, in literature about theory in the informa-
tion systems domain six assessable criteria for good
(explanatory) theories were found: i.e., novelty, parsimony,
consistency, plausibility, credibility, and transferability
(Gregor 2006; Grover et al. 2008; Weber 2012; Weick

1989). Section 6 elaborates on the assessment of the SPMT
against these criteria. For the evaluation of consistency, a sec-
ond series of observational modeling sessions was examined
in order to assess to what extent the described theory can be
used to explain the additional observations.

3 Problem exploration

In order to explore how people construct process models,
structured sessions were performed in which participants were
asked to construct a business process model based on a given
textual case description. These observational sessions support-
ed the collection of the data that were studied in order to
collect the observations and impressions that served as input
for the development of the Structured Process Modeling
Theory (SPMT).

3.1 Data collection method: Exploratory observational
modeling sessions

During the exploratory modeling sessions it was observed
how the modelers constructed a process model from a textual
case description. The participants were instructed to aim for a
high quality model. It was, however, not defined what was
meant by ‘high quality model’.

CaseThe case to bemodeled described the steps in the request
handling of mortgages by a bank.1 A textual description was
handed over to the participants and comprised two A4 format
sheets excluding instructions. The process models that were
built by the participants contained on average 27 activities and
construction took on average 276 recorded modeling opera-
tions in the tool (see further). This size indicates the complex-
ity of the case and the modeling task according to (Mendling
2008), which will be further discussed in the following
sections.

Participants In order to gain knowledge about how inex-
perienced modelers deal with the complexity of a case
throughout a process-modeling endeavor, master students
that attended a course in Business Process Management
were selected as primary target group. The sessions were
strategically planned after the lectures in which the stu-
dents were introduced into process modeling, but before
the training of specific modeling techniques or guidelines.
This way a group was formed of participants that have
enough maturity and knowledge about process modeling
without possessing an abundance of modeling experience.
The focus was on inexperienced modelers, because they

1 Case description can be downloaded from http://bpm.q-e.at/experiment/
MortgageEindhoven.
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did not yet consciously learn any technique to cope with
the complexity of a modeling task, which we expected to
result in more variety in the observations and a more open
search for potential interesting modeling approaches. The
observational modeling sessions took place in December
2012 at Eindhoven University of Technology. The group
of participants was composed of 118 master students in
total, distributed over three different educational programs
(i.e., Operations Management & Logistics, Innovation
Management, and Business Information Systems). The
mixture of educational profiles from technical-oriented
to business-oriented students has the advantage of increas-
ing the likelihood that a heterogeneous set of observations
is obtained. Participation was voluntarily and the students
could stop at any time without handing in a solution.

Modeling language A simplified modeling language was
used for the modeling sessions. It contained constructs
representing the main concepts of a control flow model2: start
node, end node, activity, sequence flow, parallel branch (split
and join), and optional branch (split and join). These con-
structs were chosen because they are found in the majority
of currently used process modeling languages (e.g., BPMN,
EPC, Petri-Net, UML Activity Diagrams, Workflow Net,
YAWL, etc.) Moreover, they are considered the most used
constructs for process modeling (Zur Muehlen and Recker
2008). The advantage of this approach is that the results can
be transposed to existing or perhaps also future process model
notations and the modeler could not be hindered by an abun-
dance of model language constructs. The BPMN symbols for
the constructs were used in order to be easily understood by
the participants, who were familiar with the BPMN notation.
This latter process model notation was used in a number of
lectures of the BPM course in which the participants were
enrolled.

Supporting tool The Cheetah Experimental Platform3

(Pinggera et al. 2010a) was used to support the data
collection. This program was developed at the
University of Innsbruck as an open source research plat-
form to support experiments investigating the process of
process modeling. The modeling sessions were entirely
supported by this tool and consisted of three consecu-
tive tasks. The tool tutorial task presented short videos
together with a brief explanation to exemplify each fea-
ture of the modeling editor. To reassure that the tool
features were sufficiently understood, the user had to

mimic the actions of the video in the modeling editor
correctly before the next feature was presented. Next, in
the process-modeling task the participants had to con-
struct a process model for the given case description.
Finally, the survey task had to be completed by answer-
ing a questionnaire.

Data collection The experimental tool recorded each
modeling operation automatically in an event log. A list
of the different types of operations that were recorded, is
presented in Appendix A. Besides the name of the record-
ed operation, the event records contained additional infor-
mation such as the time of its occurrence, position on the
canvas, source and target activities of edges, etc. These
data can be used for a step-by-step replay of the model
construction process or to feed mining algorithms that
support analyses of this process (such as the PPMChart
visualization described in Section 3.2.1 below).
Furthermore, the tool captured the constructed process
models, which allows for inspecting different properties
of the produced models. Finally, the questionnaire (see
Appendix B) was used to collect data about the demo-
graphics of the respondents, as well as domain knowl-
edge, modeling language and method knowledge and gen-
eral tool and language issues.

3.2 Data analysis

The answers to the demographic questions about the partici-
pants revealed that they are students between 20 and 28 years
old, mainly male (93 out of 118). The majority of participants
were non-native English speaking, but only two of them indi-
cated to have some difficulties in reading or understanding
English text. Table 1 presents an overview of the demograph-
ical data. Further, the students indicated to have had an aver-
age of 5.7 workdays of formal training on process modeling
and 8.7 workdays of self-education. The mental effort was
rated between 2 and 7 out of 10 (4.4 on average).
Participants indicated they had no problem understanding
the case description or working with the tool. More details
about the prior knowledge of participants are provided in
Appendix C.

3.2.1 PPMChart visualization

The PPMChart visualization represents the operations of the
construction process of one modeler that produced a single
process model (Claes et al. 2015). An example is shown in
Fig. 1. The chart consists of horizontal timelines, one for each
model element that was present duringmodeling. The top-down
ordering of these timelines is derived from the sequence flows in
the process model. Each colored dot in the graph represents

2 A control flow model is a process model that mainly represents the
sequential order of process steps (i.e., the control flow).

3 More information about the tool can be found at http://www.
cheetahplatform.org.
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one operation on one model element on the modeling canvas
with the following characteristics:

& The line of the dot represents the model element on which
the operation was performed (the identifier of the model
element is displayed at the beginning of the line).

& The position of the dot on the line represents the time
when the operation occurred (the default width of a
PPMChart is 1 h).

& The color of the dot represents the type of operation (i.e.,
green for creation, blue for movement, red for deletion,
orange for (re)naming, and grey for reconnection of
edges).

& The shape of the dot represents the type of model element
of the operation (i.e., circle for events, square for activity,
diamond for gateways, triangle for edges).

For example, in the annotated highlight of Fig. 1 it can be
observed that the first created element (i.e., the far most left
green dot) was the start event (i.e., a circular dot on the first
line). Next, an activity was put on the canvas somewhat later
(i.e., a green square dot on another line, slightly more to the
right). After the creation of some elements (i.e., left vertical
zone of green dots), an almost simultaneous movement of all
existing elements can be observed (i.e., vertical blue line of

dots). Only much later, the edges that connect these elements
were created (i.e., line of green triangular dots at the right).

3.2.2 Process model quality

Lindland et al. (1994) define three main quality dimensions of
conceptual models: (i) syntactic quality indicates to which
degree the symbols of the modeling language were used ac-
cording to the rules of the language, (ii) semantic quality in-
dicates how adequate the model represents the modeled phe-
nomenon in terms of correctness and completeness, and (iii)
pragmatic quality indicates the extent to which the users of the
model understand the model as intended by the modeler.

In the study of the observational modeling sessions, only
syntactic quality was evaluated to form impressions of the
quality of the produced models. Rather arbitrarily, this dimen-
sion was selected because a measurement can be determined
easily and objectively on the basis of the modeling language
specification. It was assumed that the syntactic quality pro-
vides a sufficient insight at this stage of the research.
Furthermore, a distinction was made between errors that orig-
inate in a lack of knowledge of the modeling language and
errors that originate in cognitive failure. Especially the latter
type of error is interesting for investigating our research ques-
tion. In the remainder of the paper, the term ‘mistake’ is used
to identify those syntactic errors in the process models, which

Table 1 Demographic information of participants

Gender Age Native language Current profession Education program

93 Male
25 Female

1 age 20
7 age 21
36 age 22
38 age 23
22 age 24
11 age 25
2 age 26
1 age 28

99 Dutch
3 Chinese
2 English
2 Greek
2 Russian
1 Danish, French, German, Indonesian,

Macedonian, Persian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian

116 Student
1 Part-time student
1 PhD student

86 Operations Management & Logistics (OML)
25 Business Information Systems (BIS)
4 Innovation Management (IM)
3 Human-Technology Interaction (HTI)
1 Professional Doctorate
1 Doctorate (PhD)

Fig. 1 PPMChart visualization
representing one process-
modeling instance
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did not clearly arise from a lack of knowledge of the process
modeling language. A list of the observed syntax errors is
included in Appendix D, together with their classification in
‘mistakes’ and other syntactic errors.

3.2.3 Observations and impressions about the modeling
process

PPMCharts allow for zooming in on specific operations
(i.e., on individual dots in the charts), as well as on ag-
gregated modeling phases and patterns (i.e., combinations
of dots in the charts). Different PPMCharts were com-
pared to extract patterns that reflect identifiable modeling
approaches. This section presents a selection of such ob-
servations together with our impressions about the rela-
tion between these approaches and the properties of the
resulting process models.

Serializing the modeling process When tasks are complex,
people tend to deal with task complexity by splitting up the
task in implicit subtasks that are executed sequentially (De
Jong 2010). This complexity management technique is called
serialization. Because this technique needs some cognitive
administration, it results in frequent pauses during the model-
ing process in which no visible activities occur. From the 118
recorded modeling sessions, it was observed that in all but one
of the sessions pauses were observed in the modeling replays
as a timespan in which no operations occurred. These pauses
were also evidenced in the PPMCharts as a vertical zone in
which no dots occur.

Observation 1: All but one of the modelers paused fre-
quently during the modeling process.

Of course, different events can have caused these pauses.
Potentially the modeler was distracted, the modeling tool was
lagging, the modeler was reading the case description, the
modeler was thinking about the previous or the next steps,
etc. Because often a high concentration of dots was observed
right after a pause, the pauses seemed to us to be deliberate
interruptions of the modeling pace in which the previous and/
or future modeling operations were considered. It gave us the
impression that the modelers needed to serialize the modeling
process.

Impression 1: Modelers are in need of serializing the
modeling process to deal with its complexity.

Structuring the modeling process Whereas serialization is
defined as splitting up a task in sequentially executed
subtasks, structuring can be defined as the extent to which
a consistent strategy is applied for defining those

subtasks. The way of (not) structuring the modeling pro-
cess can be recognized in the PPMChart by the patterns
that can (not) be clearly discovered in the arrangement of
the dots in the chart.

The analysis of the PPMCharts revealed that 33 of the 118
modelers (28 %) have built the process model in a flow-
oriented way, meaning that they constructed parts of the pro-
cess model according to the control flow structure of the pro-
cess. Once a part of the model was considered complete, these
modelers did not change that part of the model anymore. In the
PPMChart, because of the sorting of timelines according to
the sequence flows in the model, this pattern was observed as
a diagonal zone of operations (see Fig. 2).

Observation 2: A large group of the sessions can be cat-
egorized as Bflow-oriented process modeling^.

Conversely, ten other modelers (8 %) organized the
modeling process in an aspect-oriented way. Aspect-
oriented process modeling is observed when the modeler
consecutively directs attention to different aspects of
modeling.4 They may for example first focus on the con-
tent of the model (i.e., placing every activity and gateway
on the canvas), then on the sequence flow of the activities
(i.e., connecting the elements with sequence flow arrows),
and finally on the layout of the model (i.e., moving and
aligning elements). In Fig. 3 aspect-oriented process
modeling can be observed as several non-overlapping
zones each enclosing similar operations.

Observation 3: A smaller group of the sessions can be
categorized as Baspect-oriented process modeling^.

Whereas many situations were discovered in which a
flow-oriented or aspect-oriented organization of the
modeling process was used consistently, it should be
noted that also combinations were observed in 33 of
the 118 cases (28 %). Figure 4 shows an example
where process model elements are created in a flow-
oriented manner, but overall the modeler alternated be-
tween dedicated phases of working on different model-
ing aspects. This can be observed by a diagonal zone of

4 The term aspect-oriented process modeling must not be confused with
aspect-oriented modeling. The former is our description of splitting up the
modeling process according to the various aspects that are targeted se-
quentially. The latter is a way of splitting up the model itself in sub-
models that each represent another aspect of the system to be modeled.
Both terms are derived from aspect-oriented programming, a technique
for splitting up the programming process as well as the program code
according to the different aspects to be programmed.
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green dots followed by a number of zones of limited
height that each consist of similar dots.

Observation 4: Another large group of the sessions used
a combination of Bflow-oriented process modeling^ and
Baspect-oriented process modeling^.

It should also be noted that not every modeler seemed
to implement a particular way of organizing the modeling
process, as could be concluded from Fig. 5. No clear
pattern of dots was discovered in the charts. A subset of
12 of the 118 instances (10 %) was labeled Bundirected
process modeling^. The term Bundirected^ is preferred
over Bunstructured^, because it is physically impossible
for most people to perform actions without any form of
structured approach.

Observation 5: Another small group of the sessions can
be categorized as Bundirected process modeling^.

So far, three structuring strategies for serialization were
observed: flow-oriented process modeling, aspect-oriented
process modeling, and a combination of both approaches.
We also observed undirected process modeling.

The remaining 30 sessions (25 %) could not clearly be
categorized as structured or undirected. They were labeled
Buncategorized^ and were left out of scope for further
analysis.

In order for a process model to be syntactically correct, no
syntax errors may exist in the model. The number of
‘mistakes’ in each model was assessed by the authors. In their
assessment, for certain syntactical errors they had to make a
subjective decision whether the error should be classified as a

Fig. 2 Example of flow-oriented
process modeling

Fig. 3 Example of aspect-
oriented process modeling
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‘mistake’ or not (see classification of errors in Appendix D).
From the models constructed according to a structured serial-
ization strategy (i.e., flow-oriented, aspect-oriented, and com-
bination of both approaches), a bigger proportion seemed to
contain no ‘mistakes’ than models originated from the undi-
rected modeling approach. The impression arose that serializ-
ing the modeling process in a structured way helps avoiding
these errors caused by cognitive failure.

Impression 2: Structured serializing of the modeling pro-
cess helps avoiding ‘mistakes’.

However, not every model that was created in a structured
way ended up containing no ‘mistakes’. This could for exam-
ple be explained if factors exist that counter the effect of the
structured approach. Nevertheless, no factors hindering the
modeler were observed and for that reason we got the

impression that the structuring did not help every modeler in
the same way.

Impression 3: Structured serializing does not support ev-
ery modeler to avoid ‘mistakes’ to the same extent.

Speed of the modeling process Finally, it was observed how
in some PPMCharts the zone that contains dots is narrower
than in other charts (e.g., compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 5). This
means that some modelers took less time to construct the
process model. A comparison of time distribution of the four
defined serialization strategies revealed that the modeling ses-
sions of the category Bundirected^ lasted clearly longer than
the three other categories (see Fig. 6). Independent t-tests in-
dicated that the mean modeling time of the three structured
approaches was significantly different from that of the

Fig. 4 Example of a combination
of flow-oriented and aspect-
oriented process modeling

Fig. 5 Example of undirected
process modeling
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undirected approaches (pFO-UD = 0023, pAO-UD = 0012,
pC-UD = 0000). The structured approach seems not only
to help reducing the number of ‘mistakes’; it may also
speed up the modeling process.

Observation 6: The sessions labeled Bundirected process
modeling^ lasted longer than the other approaches.

OverviewAn overview of the data regarding Observations
1 to 6 is presented in Table 2. The outcomes of the ex-
ploratory study are the six observations and the three im-
pressions, summarized in Table 3. As proposed by
(Godfrey-Smith 2009; Nagel 1979; Popper 2005) both
observations and related impressions can then be used as
input to build a theory, which is described extensively in
Sections 4 and 5.

4 Theoretical background

Different cognitive theories can be combined to provide ex-
planations for the observed modeling approaches and their
relation with modeling accuracy and speed. In the next sec-
tion, the theoretical background presented here is used to for-
mulate a theory for explaining modelers’ cognitive strategies
for dealing with complexity.

4.1 Kinds of human memory

The literature on cognition describes three main kinds of hu-
man memory. Sensory memory is very fast memory where the

stimuli of our senses are stored for a short period (Sperling
1963). During this instant the information that is unconscious-
ly considered relevant is handed over to working memory
(Sperling 1963). Next, the information in working memory
is complemented with existing knowledge that is retrieved
from long-term memory (Sweller et al. 1998). This latter kind
of memory is slow but virtually unlimited (Sweller et al.
1998). Information is stored in long-termmemory as cognitive
schemas composed of patterns of connected elementary facts
(Sweller et al. 1998). Relevant information for process model-
ing that is retrieved from long-term memory includes domain
knowledge, and modeling language and modeling method
knowledge. In working memory the information is organized
and processed in order to initiate certain performances (e.g., to
put an activity on the modeling canvas with a mouse click) or
to complement the knowledge in long-term memory (e.g., to
complement the mental model of the case with new insights
from a line of text that was read) (Atkinson and Shiffrin 1968).
Because working memory has a limited capacity (Cowan
2010; Miller 1956) and information can only be stored in this
memory for a short period (Van Merriënboer and Sweller
2005), it is important to use it effectively when dealing with
highly complex tasks, such as process modeling.

4.2 Types of cognitive load

Process modeling requires input information to be absorbed
and complemented with knowledge from long-term memory
such as domain knowledge, in order to be processed in work-
ing memory leading to the actions of constructing the process
model. The center of this complex task are the operations in
working memory (Atkinson and Shiffrin 1968; Sweller et al.

Fig. 6 Boxplots of modeling
time in minutes for each of the
observed serialization styles

Table 2 Observed serialization strategies and their measured properties

Serialization strategy Number of cases Number of serialized approaches Mean modeling time

Flow-oriented process modeling 33/118 (28 %) 33/33 (100 %) 42,80 ± 9,56 min.

Aspect-oriented process modeling 10/118 (8 %) 10/10 (100 %) 40,32 ± 9,44 min.

Combined process modeling 33/118 (28 %) 33/33 (100 %) 37,37 ± 7,92 min.

Undirected process modeling 12/118 (10 %) 11/12 (99 %) 49,87 ± 6,63 min.

Uncategorized cases 30/118 (25 %) 30/30 (100 %) –
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1998). The necessary information fills up working memory
and is subdivided in three types of cognitive load (Sweller and
Chandler 1994). Intrinsic cognitive load is the amount of in-
formation that needs to be loaded in working memory for
deciding how to conduct a particular task. It mainly depends
on the properties of the task and the amount of relevant prior
knowledge of the performer of the task (i.e., knowledge about
the domain, about the modeling language and about the
modeling method). Extraneous cognitive load is the load that
is raised for processing and interpreting the input material of
the task such as descriptions or direct observations of the
process to be modeled. This type of cognitive load depends
on the representation of the input material as well as the fit of
this representation with the task it has to support and with the
characteristics of the interpreter of the material (Vessey and
Galletta 1991) (see also Section 4.4). Finally, during the exe-
cution of a task humans usually are able to reserve some load
in workingmemory for building, restructuring and completing
cognitive schemas to be stored in long-termmemory. This will
help reducing cognitive load for performing similar tasks in
the future. This activity is called learning and the associated
load is the germane cognitive load. Furthermore, a distinction
can be made between the overall cognitive load (i.e., the
total amount of information sequentially loaded in work-
ing memory for performing a specific task) and
instantaneous cognitive load (i.e., the amount of informa-
tion that is loaded in working memory at a certain point in
time) (Paas et al. 2003b).

4.3 Cognitive load theory

The capacity of working memory is limited. In the past, re-
searchers have tried to define how much information can be
loaded at the same time in this kind of memory. Miller esti-
mated the amount of information that can be remembered in
short termmemory at about 7 units (Miller 1956). More recent
research concludes that only 3 to 4 units of information can be
activated and processed in working memory at the same time
(Sweller et al. 1998; Van Merriënboer and Sweller 2005).
Although there appears to be a limit on the amount of units
that can be loaded simultaneously in working memory, there
seems to be no constraint on the size and complexity of these
units of information (Sweller et al. 1998). More specifically, it
is believed that one unit of information loaded in working
memory (often referred to as ‘information chunk’) corresponds
with one cognitive schema in long-termmemory (Sweller et al.
1998). This can explain why a person seems to be able to store
more information in working memory for tasks in which he is
experienced, because for such tasks he was able to build up
larger and stronger cognitive schemas in the past.

Therefore, for complex tasks or tasks in which a person is
not adequately experienced, it is imaginable that the limited
capacity of the working memory is not sufficient for the (max-
imum instantaneous) load that is needed to accomplish the
task. This is called cognitive overload (Sweller 1988). The
Cognitive Load Theory states that when working memory is
overloaded, there is no room for learning (i.e., schema build-
ing) and accuracy and speed of information processing
decrease (Rockwell and Bajaj 2005; Sweller 1988). In other
words, cognitive overload has a negative impact on the effective-
ness and efficiency of the modeling performance.

4.4 Cognitive fit theory

The Cognitive Fit Theory states that humans are able to solve
problems more effectively and efficiently if the representation
of the input material of a certain task ‘fits’ with the task itself
(Vessey 1991). For example, when a task involves exploring
relationships between data a visual representation such as a
diagram is preferred. For more statistical purposes such as
determining the average of a series of numbers a textual rep-
resentation in the form of a list or table is more cognitive
efficient (Vessey 1991). Whereas the focus of Cognitive Fit
Theory is on the match between problem representation and
task, a secondary effect is described as the match between the
task and its performer. For example, most people excel in
either graphical or logical tasks (Pithers 2002). The former
type of people probably needs less effort to work on the layout
of the model, whereas the latter may find it easy to warrant the
semantic correctness of the model. For the development of our
theory, we focused mainly on this secondary relation between
task and performer. Since the initial publication of the theory

Table 3 Observations and impressions about how people deal with
complexity during process modeling

Observations

Observation 1 All but one of the modelers paused
frequently during the modeling process.

Observation 2 A large group of the modeling sessions can be
categorized as Bflow-oriented process modeling^.

Observation 3 A smaller group of the sessions can be
categorized as Baspect-oriented process modeling^.

Observation 4 Another large group of the sessions used a
combination of Bflow-oriented process modeling^
and Baspect-oriented process modeling^

Observation 5 Another small group of the sessions can be
categorized as Bundirected process modeling^.

Observation 6 The sessions labeled Bundirected process
modeling^ lasted longer than the other approaches.

Impressions

Impression 1 Modelers are in need of serializing the
modeling process to deal with its complexity.

Impression 2 Structured serializing of the modeling
process helps avoiding ‘mistakes’.

Impression 3 Structured serializing does not support every
modeler to avoid ‘mistakes’ to the same extent.
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in 1991, the work is refined and concepts of domain knowl-
edge, method knowledge and problem solving tools are taken
into account as well (Khatri et al. 2006a, b; Shaft and Vessey
2006; Sinha and Vessey 1992; Vessey 1991).

4.5 Overview

Figure 7 provides an overview of the reviewed cognitive the-
ories and integrates them into a conceptual framework
displaying the causal relations that might explain the phenom-
enon of cognitive overload in working memory during task
performance. The task under consideration is the construction
of a process model. The central construct of the constructed
theoretical framework is cognitive overload, which depends
on the modeler’s working memory capacity and the cognitive
load that the task requires. This cognitive load is composed of
extraneous, intrinsic and germane cognitive load.

Extraneous cognitive load mainly depends on the input
material representation fit with the task and the modeler. A
higher fit requires a lower cognitive load. For process model-
ing the input material includes any descriptive process infor-
mation such as verbal or oral transcripts of interviews with
process managers/workers and existing documents describing
the process.

The intrinsic cognitive load increases for more complex
tasks and decreases in case the modeler possesses more rele-
vant prior knowledge. Differences between various process
modeling tasks are mainly related to the complexity of the
case to be modeled. Prior knowledge incorporates domain
knowledge, and modeling language and method knowledge.

Germane cognitive load is caused by loading information
in working memory for the construction of cognitive schemas,
which is not a prerequisite for the task, but rather the result of
learning. This can only occur if during previous processing of
information the working memory was not overloaded.

If the sum of these three types of cognitive load at a certain
point in time transcends working memory capacity, cognitive
overload occurs. This has a negative effect on process model
quality (i.e., more ‘mistakes’ are made), speed of modeling,
and learning. Note that learningmeans that the set of cognitive
schemas of the modeler is broadened and strengthened, which
gradually improves the useful knowledge of the modeler for
future similar tasks.

5 The structured process modeling theory (SPMT)

In order to explain the observations and impressions presented
in Section 3, the cognitive theories listed in Section 4 were
integrated and transformed into the newly developed
Structured Process Modeling Theory (SPMT). Three key con-
cepts were extracted from the observations and impressions:
serialization, structuring and individual differences. Therefore
the SPMT consist of three parts, each targeting one of these
concepts.

5.1 Part 1: Serialization of the process modeling task can
reduce cognitive overload

We observed that inexperienced modelers use a serialization
approach to construct the process model (i.e., Observation 1).
Our impression was that the serialization appears to help these
modelers dealing with the complexity of the modeling task
(i.e., Impression 1). Cognitive theories also recognize the con-
cept of cognitive serialization to deal with cognitive overload.
If a task requires toomuch information to be stored in working
memory simultaneously, then it is advised to load the infor-
mation sequentially (Bannert 2002; De Jong 2010; Gerjets
et al. 2004; Paas et al. 2003a; Pithers 2002; Pollock et al.
2002; Van Merriënboer et al. 2003). This means that intrinsic
cognitive load can be spread out over a longer period, which

Fig. 7 Causal model centered on cognitive overload in working memory
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reduces the probability of instantaneous cognitive overload
(De Jong 2010).

On the other hand, serialization causes more intrinsic cog-
nitive load for integration and for administration of the se-
quentially processed and produced information (Gerjets et al.
2004). In other words, extra load is created to aggregate the
information of the separate parts of a solution and for building
themodeling strategy (Gerjets et al. 2004; VanMerriënboer et al.
2003). The modeling strategy determines how to divide the
modeling task in subtasks, in which order to proceed, how to
execute each subtask, how to aggregate the different partial re-
sults, etc. The extra load for aggregation and strategy building
results in a total overall intrinsic cognitive load that can be higher
in case of serialization. But if the intrinsic load for aggregation
and strategy building can be kept low, the maximum
instantaneous load decreases together with the probability of
cognitive overload.

Figure 8 shows these relations graphically. The adopted
serialization style symbolizes how the model construction
was serialized (e.g., flow-oriented, undirected, etc.). The
degree of serialization indicates how much the modeling
was subdivided. The structuredness of the serialization
indicates the consistency of the implemented serialization
strategy. According to the aforementioned phases of mod-
el parts creation, information aggregation and modeling
strategy building, the intrinsic cognitive load is artificially
subdivided into three subtypes of intrinsic load, but it is
practically impossible to distinguish between those three
types (Gerjets et al. 2004). Whereas the degree of serialization
mainly impacts the intrinsic cognitive load for process
modeling and aggregation, the structuredness of the

serialization determines further how much load the serial-
ization poses on aggregation and strategy building.
Because the effect of structuring is explained in Part 2
of the SPMT, the effect of serialization on strategy build-
ing is not included in Part 1 of the SPMT which centers
only on the degree of serialization.

We conclude that serialization of the process of process
modeling helps reducing the probability of instantaneous cog-
nitive overload if the important condition is met that aggrega-
tion of the partial solutions (and modeling strategy building)
do not consume the freed resources in working memory.

5.2 Part 2: Structured process modeling reduces cognitive
overload

As discussed in the previous subsection, the benefits of
serializing complex cognitive tasks can only be realized if
the accompanying additional cognitive effort for strategy
building and aggregation does not surpass the gain of
serializing. Observations 2–5 state that different serializa-
tion approaches exist. Observation 6 reports that the ob-
served structured approaches (i.e., flow-oriented, aspect-
oriented or a combination of these) were faster than the
undirected approach. In Impression 2 our perception is
expressed that the structured approaches also help to re-
duce the occurrence of ‘mistakes’. Structuring the process
modeling approach seems to increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of the construction of process models,
which can be explained if these techniques ensure that
the cognitive load for strategy building and aggregation

Fig. 8 The effect of serialization on the course of cognitive overload
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is limited. Hence, Part 2 of the SPMT provides the theo-
retical support for this conclusion (see Fig. 9).

A more structured serialization approach towards process
modeling makes it easier to keep track of the progress of the
modeling endeavor (VanMerriënboer et al. 2003). This in turn
lowers the effort to evaluate and adjust the modeling strategy
(Van Merriënboer 1997). By structuring the serialization pro-
cess, also the outcome of this process (i.e., the process model)
will probably be more structured, which facilitates the aggre-
gation of the separately developed parts of the process model
(Kim et al. 2000).

Therefore, part 2 of the SPMT states that structuring the
(serialized) approach towards process modeling lowers the
intrinsic cognitive load for aggregation of the partial solutions
and modeling strategy building and thus reduces the probabil-
ity of instantaneous cognitive overload.

5.3 Part 3: Serialization style fit is a prerequisite
for cognitive overload reduction

Nevertheless, based on Impression 3, it is proposed that a third
factor has to be considered. Besides the degree and
structuredness of the serialization, also the fit of the adopted
serialization style with the characteristics of the problem solv-
er plays an important role in the cognitive load that the prob-
lem imposes on the modeler (Vessey 1991). This is represent-
ed in Fig. 10.

Cognitive literature suggests that each human being has
a specific intrinsic learning style (Felder and Silverman
1988). One of the defined dimensions of learning style
is called ‘global/sequential understanding’ (Felder and

Silverman 1988). It specifies to what extent a learner needs
the material to be processed sequentially. For example, we
hypothesize that the flow-oriented modeling method is better
suited to a sequential learner, because it builds up the model in
a sequential manner. The aspect-oriented approach starts from
a global view of the content of the model and drills down into
the different details (aspects) of the process model to be con-
structed. Therefore, it is matched with the global learning
style.

Similarly, the Field Dependence-Field Independence
Theory (Pithers 2002; Witkin and Goodenough 1981) states
that some people are better in abstract reasoning than others
(i.e., they do not need to load a lot of contextual information in
memory). Field dependent modelers find it harder to break up
the model in smaller parts that they will construct separately
and without considering its context (Pithers 2002), which
means theymay prefer the aspect-oriented style for structuring
the modeling process, because for each aspect that is targeted
sequentially the whole process model is considered before
turning to the next aspect.

The Need for Structure scale defines to what extent the
performance of a person depends on the structuredness of
the adopted solution method (Neuberg and Newsom 1993).
Therefore it is hypothesized that modelers with a high need for
structure will benefit most of structuring the modeling process
according to the one or the other structuring style.

In summary, based on cognitive theories, we suggest that
the load for aggregation of the partial solutions and for model-
ing strategy building can be kept low if the serialization of the
process-modeling task is conducted in a structured way that
fits with the characteristics of the modeler.

Fig. 9 The effect of structuredness of the serialization on the course of cognitive overload
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5.4 Summary of the SPMT

The SPMT is summarized below in (i) a theoretical model,
which graphically represents the included constructs and their
relation; (ii) the propositions, which describe the produced
knowledge in a textual format; and (iii) a brief description of
the boundaries of the theory.

5.4.1 Theoretical model

As stated before, the intrinsic cognitive load together with the
extraneous and germane cognitive load that is needed to solve
a certain problem can exceed working memory capacity in
which case cognitive overload occurs. When this happens, a
negative effect on modeling accuracy and modeling speed
results in a decrease of effectiveness and efficiency of the
overall modeling endeavor. The SPMTexplains how the tech-
nique of individually fitting structured serialized process
modeling can lower the course of intrinsic cognitive load
(and thus also the chance of cognitive overload) for a given
case complexity and prior knowledge (see Fig. 11).

5.4.2 Propositions

Based on the three parts of the research model, the research
model of the SPMT can be complemented with three
propositions.

Proposition 1: Serialization.

When the construction process of process models is serial-
ized, the instantaneous intrinsic cognitive load for modeling

can be kept lower. If this reduction is greater than the accom-
panying increase of instantaneous intrinsic cognitive load for
aggregating and for strategy building, the total cognitive load
is decreased.

Proposition 2: Structured serialization.

When the serialized process modeling approach occurs in a
structured fashion, the increase in instantaneous intrinsic cog-
nitive load for aggregating and for strategy building can be
reduced.

Proposition 3: Individually fitting structured serialization.

If the structured serialization approach (e.g., aspect-
oriented or flow-oriented process modeling) fits with the char-
acteristics of the modeler (i.e., learning style, need for struc-
ture and field-dependency) the increase in instantaneous in-
trinsic cognitive load for aggregating and for strategy building
can be further reduced.

5.4.3 Boundaries

The SPMT was based on observations and impressions in a
specific setting. The observed subjects were master students.
They served as a proxy for inexperienced modelers. The ob-
served task was the construction of a control flow model in a
simplified modeling language. Therefore, the SPMTapplies at
least for control flow modeling by inexperienced modelers.
However, the SPMT is composed of constructs and relations
that were found in literature. The only boundary of these
existing theories is that they describe cognitive properties,

Fig. 10 The effect of serialization style fit on the course of cognitive overload
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processes or relations of human beings. The SPMT may thus
apply to more generic situations.

6 Evaluation of the structured process modeling
theory (SPMT)

In this section the six criteria for evaluating an explanatory
theory mentioned in Section 2.2 are applied to the SPMT:
novelty, parsimony, consistency, plausibility, credibility, and
transferability. These criteria were found in various academic
articles about theory testing (Gregor 2006; Grover et al. 2008;
Weber 2012; Weick 1989). Nevertheless, we found no con-
crete guidelines on how to assess the SPMT against these
criteria. In this paper, where the emphasis is on the theory
building, logical arguments rather than empirical data are used
to evaluate the criteria (Whetten 1989). The section concludes
with a brief discussion of two other important theory testing
criteria that we consider currently not feasible to evaluate:
falsifiability and utility (Bacharach 1989).

6.1 Novelty

There are different ways in which a theory can be novel: (i) it
describes constructs or associations that were not established
before, (ii) it describes well-known constructs or associations
in a fundamental new way, (iii) it makes important changes to
existing theory (Weber 2012). The SPMT is novel because it
combines several existing cognitive theories in a fundamental
new way. The consideration of the first part of the SPMT -
describing how serialization of the modeling effort helps re-
ducing intrinsic cognitive load - has been touched before

(Rockwell and Bajaj 2005; Soffer et al. 2012). Yet, the idea
of structuring the construction process of the process model
(i.e., the second part of the SPMT) seems more original, al-
though structuredness of the outcome of such a construction
process is well studied (Laue and Mendling 2010; Zugal et al.
2013). Also in software engineering for example, there are
many studies about the structuredness of program code (e.g.,
procedural versus object-oriented code (Wiedenbeck and
Ramalingam 1999)).

The real novelty of the SPMT lies in the third part. The
technique of serialization is described in cognitive literature as
Bcognitive sequencing^ (De Jong 2010). Different structured
sequencing strategies are defined: e.g., simple-to-complex se-
quencing, part-whole sequencing (similar to flow-oriented
modeling), simplified whole tasks or whole-task sequencing
(similar to aspect-oriented modeling), and modular presenta-
tion (Gerjets et al. 2004; VanMerriënboer et al. 2003). However,
while the notions of cognitive fit where already published in
1986 (Vessey and Weber 1986), the principle of cognitive fit
is not considered in literature when advising which of these
sequencing strategies to use. For example whole-task sequenc-
ing is considered to always outperform part-whole sequencing
(Van Merriënboer et al. 2003) and modular presentation in turn
was presented as an improvement of whole-task sequencing
(Gerjets et al. 2004). Nevertheless, we propose that cognitive
fit should be considered for selecting the appropriate sequencing
technique, as is stated in part 3 of the SPMT.

6.2 Parsimony

A theory is considered parsimonious if it uses only a small
number of constructs and associations to accurately describe

Fig. 11 Theoretical model of the Structured Process Modeling Theory (SPMT)
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their focal phenomena (Weber 2012). Still, a high amount of
relevant constructs and associations are presented throughout
this paper. Most of them however are used to describe existing
knowledge that constitutes the context of the SPMT.When the
three parts of the SPMT themselves are considered, only a
small number of constructs and associations is used. The num-
ber of constructs and associations of the separate parts and the
whole of the SPMT are summarized in Table 4.

The artificial distinction between the three types of intrinsic
cognitive load (i.e., load for process modeling, for aggregating
and for strategy building) and between the two attributes of
selected serialization style (i.e., degree and structuredness)
could have been omitted. This would reduce the total amount
of constructs to 7 and the amount of associations to 8 (i.e., still
distinguishing between a positive and a negative effect of
adopted serialization style on intrinsic cognitive load).
Nevertheless, this would - in our opinion - also significantly
diminish the explanatory power and the understandability of
the theory.

6.3 Consistency

A theory is consistent if various observations can be explained
with the same theory. Therefore, other available datasets with
recorded data about the process of process modeling were
examined for supplementary observations about complexity
handling during the modeling activities. Another set of obser-
vational modeling sessions in 2013 contained such additional
observations. Participants were master students of Business
Engineering at Ghent University. They have a similar back-
ground and are enrolled in a similar educational program as
the students from the exploratory modeling sessions in
Eindhoven. 143 additional modeling sessions were recorded.
The case to be modeled described a process about collecting
fines.5

A new way of structuring the modeling process was ob-
served in this additional dataset. Twelve of the 143 modelers
(8 %) used a way of structuring that was labeled Bhappy path
first modeling^ (see Fig. 12). The modelers seemed to have
first modeled the main process behavior (i.e., the happy path),
and afterwards they modeled an exceptional route. They all
ended upwith a process model without ‘mistakes’ that took far
less time to construct than the 11 undirected ones in the
dataset.

The SPMTwas developed to describe and explain the ob-
servations of Section 3.2.3, but it was also intended to be
applicable in a broader sense. As a consequence, it can also
be used to explain this additional observation about a previ-
ously not discovered way of structuring the modeling process.
The modelers clearly serialized the modeling process and used

a structured approach (i.e., the happy path first modeling).
Potentially, the use of this particular structuring style fitted
more to the modeler. For example, a sequential learner that
can be classified as field independent, would prefer the flow-
oriented approach towards modeling the happy path, but may
like to abstract from exceptional behavior at first. According
to the SPMT, this can explain why they appeared to have
made fewer ‘mistakes’ and were faster than the modelers from
the Bundirected process modeling^ subset. Structuring their
approach to modeling in a way that fitted with their character-
istics has helped them avoid cognitive overload, which has
increased their modeling accuracy and speed.

In other words, the SPMT can be used in a consistent way
to explain this observation. There was no need to adapt or
complement the SPMT in order to be used to explain why
the happy path first modeling approach helped these particular
modelers. Moreover, a retrospective examination of the
modeling sessions in the dataset described in Section 3,
showed that 15 of the 118 sessions (13 %) could have been
labeled Bhappy path first modeling^. It was also noticed that
all but one of these instances were currently labeled
‘uncategorized’.

6.4 Plausibility & credibility

The real observed behavior, pronounced in the observations
and impressions in Section 3.2.3, was explained based on
established theory. Existing cognitive theories were used to
provide all the constructs and associations that make up the
theory. This theory building methodology warrants both plau-
sibility and credibility. The SPMT is plausible, because it ex-
plains accurately and profoundly the effects that were ob-
served in reality. It is also credible, because it uses only con-
structs and associations from established existing theories to
explain those effects.

6.5 Transferability

A good theory is transferable to other research contexts. The
SPMT was developed as a mid-range theory (Weber 2012)
with the observations and impressions in the context of pro-
cess modeling in mind. Nevertheless, the constructs and asso-
ciations that constitute the theory were taken from general
cognitive literature. Therefore, the SPMT has the potential to
be transferred beyond the process-modeling domain. It can
apply also in other domains such as conceptual modeling in

Table 4 Number of constructs and associations in the SPMT

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 SPMT

Constructs 5 5 8 11

Associations 5 5 8 15

5 The case description can be downloaded at http://www.janclaes.info/
papers/PPMISF.
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general, programming, text writing, etc., which would make it
a macro-level theory (Weber 2012). In order to establish the
real rather than the potential theory level and transferability,
the theory needs to be applied and tested in various domains,
which is addressed as future work in Section 8.3.

6.6 Falsifiability and utility

According to (Bacharach 1989) a theory should be evaluated
against two other primary criteria: falsifiability and utility. We
acknowledge this point of view, but evaluating our theory
against these criteria is considered infeasible at this point
and therefore out of the scope of this paper. The evaluation
of falsifiability of the SPMT is explicitly addressed as future
research in Section 8.3, because this requires the propositions
of the theory to be operationalized into testable hypothe-
ses. The best way of evaluating the utility of a theory is
to measure how much it is actually used for practical
and academic purposes, which is off course only possi-
ble on a longer term.

7 Related work

Although the constructs of serialization, structuredness and
cognitive fit, the three parts of the Structured Process
Modeling Theory (SPMT), were not considered together be-
fore, they were studied separately in various contexts. In this
section, related work is presented that takes a cognitive view
on general conceptual modeling or process modeling in par-
ticular with a focus on serialization, structuredness or cogni-
tive fit.

Serialization Rockwell and Bajaj (2005) propose the
COGEVAL framework that consists of a collection of 8

propositions about modeling complexity and model readability
based on cognitive theories. One of the propositions
presents chunking as a technique in conceptual modeling to
improve modeling effectiveness and efficiency. It is not clear
if the term ‘chunking’ refers to splitting up the model in smaller
subparts, or splitting up the modeling process in smaller sub-
parts.6 If the latter applies, this is similar to part 1 of the SPMT,
but without considering the increase in cognitive load for ag-
gregation and strategy building. Next, the process of construct-
ing process models is described by (Soffer et al. 2012) as a
sequence of two phases. A modeler first builds a mental model
of the process to be represented in the diagram and then the
mental model is mapped onto the constructs of a formal process
modeling language in order to build the process model.
The focus of the paper is on optimizing the formation of the
mental model as a prerequisite to increase semantic quality of
the process model. It is advised to lower cognitive load by
building this mental model chunk by chunk. Furthermore, the
paper suggests to examine the impact of model structuredness
on domain understanding. Is does not consider however a struc-
tured approach towards the chunking.

Structuredness Most cognition inspired literature on
structuredness in conceptual modeling describes a relation
between structuredness of the model and some other charac-
teristic of the model. A model is considered well-structured if
every branch of a split of a certain type is joined in a single
join construct of the same type. For example, well-
structuredness is proposed to have an impact on correctness
because it makes it easier for the modeler to navigate through

6 In literature the term ‘chunk’ has different meanings: a part of a process,
a part of an artifact, a collection of information in memory. Therefore, the
term was used sparsely in this paper. Splitting up a process in parts was
named ‘serialization’ and a collection of information is stored in memory
as a ‘cognitive schema’.

Fig. 12 Example of happy path
first process modeling
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the model that was build so far, which reduces the chance on
introducing errors (Laue and Mendling 2010). Further, also
nesting depth of split and join constructs is an aspect of
structuredness and a greater nesting depth is proposed to imply
greater model complexity (Gruhn and Laue 2006). Finally,
(Zugal et al. 2013) describe the effect of hierarchical structuring
(i.e., decomposing the model in sub-models) on expressiveness
and understandability. It is proposed that hierarchical models
suffer from two opposing effects: (i) abstraction decreasesmental
effort7 by hiding information and supporting pattern recognition,
but (ii) fragmentation increases mental effort because of attention
switch and integration effort. The opposing effects of abstraction
and fragmentation are described in part 1 of the SPMT.
Serialization of themodeling process allows focusing on one part
of the model at a time (abstracting from the other parts), but there
is a cost of aggregating the different parts (integration effort).

Except for structuredness of the model, there is also
literature about structuredness of the input (e.g., a textual
case description). Pinggera et al. (2010b) propose that a
breadth-first ordering of text was best suited to yield good
results. Breadth-first ordering was defined as Bbegins with
the start activity and then explains the entire process by
taking all branches into account^ (p. 448). It corresponds
with the flow-oriented approach to modeling described in
this paper (whereas depth-first can be matched with the
happy path first modeling style). Cognitive fit however,
was not considered in their work.

Cognitive fit In their summarizing framework of cognition
variables for conceptual modeling, it is proposed in (Stark
and Esswein 2012) that problem-solving skills of the modeler
have to match with the task of modeling and that this
(mis)match can cause effects on the resulting conceptual mod-
el. Regrettably, this was not further investigated or tested.
Further, (Agarwal et al. 1996a, b, 2000) propose that an
object-oriented representation is not universally more usable
or less usable than other representations. Cognitive fit and
prior method knowledge should be considered to evaluate
the usability of object-oriented representations. This is fully
in line with part 3 of the SPMT, but the focus is not on object-
oriented modeling as a process (which would be similar to
structured modeling), though it is on object-oriented represen-
tations. Therefore the research centers on extraneous load,
rather than intrinsic load (as is the case for the SPMT).
Lastly, the understandability of a process model is proposed
to be more impacted by personal factors, than by model fac-
tors (Reijers and Mendling 2011). This work also recognizes

the need for studying cognitive fit, albeit in the context of
model reading.

Guidelines for modelingMost of the work mentioned above
describes causal effects between various variables. The em-
phasis is on predicting, rather than explaining. (Gregor 2006)
states that both theories for explaining and theories for
predicting can be used as input for a theory for design and
action. The ambition of the SPMT is also to describe the nec-
essary knowledge in order to build a prescriptive theory for
process modeling. Two of such prescriptive theories were
found already in literature. (Mendling et al. 2010) propose
seven process-modeling guidelines (7PMG) that are based
on strong empirical evidence and are simple enough to be used
by practitioners. Guideline 4 proposes to model as structured
as possible. The guidelines of modeling (GOM) presented in
(Becker et al. 2000) are less concrete guidelines that claim to
assure the quality of process models beyond syntactical as-
pects. Both prescriptive theories, however, provide recom-
mendations about desired process model properties that can
be guarded duringmodeling without considering the cognitive
fit of the recommendation with the characteristics of the
modeler.

8 Discussion

The research described in this paper is limited in several ways.
Nevertheless, the SPMT can be valuable in practice and for
research. The limitations and implications of the presented
research are discussed below. In order to work on the limita-
tions and to increase its usefulness, future research is de-
scribed in this section as well.

8.1 Limitations

8.1.1 Limited ecological validity

The observations and impressions that were used as input for
building the Structured Process Modeling Theory (SPMT)
stem from modeling sessions with master students.
Furthermore, they were given an artificial case description.
In real life modeling sessions the modelers seldom start from
a structured case description such as the one that was used for
the observations. They rather use direct observation, interview
transcripts, notes and pictures from whiteboard sessions, etc.
Finally, only syntactic quality was considered when evaluat-
ing the produced models. Because the Structure Process
Modeling Theory (SPMT) was only inspired by these obser-
vations and impressions, but it was compiled from existing
cognitive theories that apply widely, there is no reason to
suspect that the SPMT does not apply in a more realistic set-
ting. However, the limited ecological validity of the

7 Whereas mental load is defined as the amount of information needed to
store in working memory at a certain time to perform a task, mental effort
can be regarded as the amount of information that is actually stored in
working memory during the execution of a task.
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observations and impressions may have hindered the disclo-
sure of all relevant effects of serialization on cognitive load.

8.1.2 Limited content and construct validity

The SPMT and its constructs and associations may have lim-
ited content validity. First, only (structured) serialization was
investigated (in accordance with the observations), no other
general problem solving techniques were considered. Second,
the assessment of syntactic quality that formed the base of
Impressions 2 and 3, was partly subjective. It is possible that
the impressions are not entirely accurate, which may have
hindered the disclosure of certain relevant effects of serializa-
tion on cognitive load. The credibility of the theory however,
is guaranteed by the deductive approach, which builds on
existing, established theories. Additional observations in sev-
eral different settings can help to assess the content validity of
the SPMT in the future. Third, although the constructs are
clearly described in the SPMT, some of them may be hard to
transform into a variable that can be measured properly (i.e.,
with high construct validity). For example, to date there are no
knownmetrics that measure intrinsic cognitive load separately
from extraneous or germane cognitive load, not to mention
metrics for the artificially separated constructs of intrinsic cog-
nitive load for modeling, for aggregating and for strategy
building of the SPMT.

8.2 Implications

8.2.1 Implications for practice

We have experienced that in practice a lot of modelers (expe-
rienced and inexperienced) often struggle with the complexity
of the case at hand. Although it was observed how some
inexperienced modelers automatically turned to a structuring
approach and although the structuring techniques are not par-
ticularly hard to apply, other modelers do not seem to structure
their modeling processes. A slower constructed and lower
quality process model was observed, that – according to the
SPMT – can be a consequence of applying an undirected
process modeling strategy. The SPMT will help building the
knowledge that is necessary to (i) be aware of suboptimal
modeling conditions (e.g., when modelers apply a structuring
technique that does not fit with the task and with their charac-
teristics as a problem solver), (ii) train the modelers to use an
individually fitting structured serialization technique for pro-
cess modeling in order to raise effectiveness and efficiency,
(iii) provide the means to better support the modelers in han-
dling complexity (e.g., differentiated or adaptive tools that
support structured process modeling in accordance to different
modeling approaches or with changing features for consecu-
tively modeling phases).

8.2.2 Implications for research

The SPMT is novel in its recognition of cognitive fit between
modeling task and modeler characteristics of the proposed
modeling structuring technique for optimal effectiveness and
efficiency. This fundamental focus point can inspire re-
searchers in other research domains to develop adaptive tech-
niques as well. The SPMTcan be applied in a broader context
and can add to the existing cognitive theories about serializa-
tion as a generic problem solving technique. Furthermore,
within the domain of process modeling, the (descriptive)
SPMT is considered as a first, necessary step towards the
development of a prescriptive theory that will further extend
our knowledge about the effect and applicability of structuring
and individual fit during process modeling.

8.3 Future work

8.3.1 More extensive evaluation of the SPMT

The SPMT needs to be tested more profoundly. The proposi-
tions will be converted into empirically testable hypotheses,
accuratemetrics need to be developed for each of the involved
variables of these hypotheses and new series of observational
modeling sessions will be performed in which these variables
are measured and correlations are calculated.

Because of limited ecological validity of observations and
impressions that were used as input for the development of the
SPMT, the external validity of the SPMT itself needs to be
examined further. Current observations were made on master
student behavior where the prior knowledge of existing
modeling techniques is assumed to be very low. Therefore,
one of the factors to examine is how much this prior knowl-
edge of experienced modelers influences the observed effects.
Cognitive theories suggest, that retraining an experienced
modeler to use a different technique than the ones he is used
to, consumes a lot of germane load, which is expressed in an
initial decrease of performance (this is called the Expert
Reversal Effect, Kalyuga et al. 2003).

8.3.2 Development of prescriptive theory and a method
for cognitive effective and efficient process modeling

Furthermore, in order to convert the SPMT, which is a
(descriptive) theory for explaining, towards a (prescriptive)
theory for design and action, next actions still need to be
undertaken.

First, it should be examined if modelers can be trained to
apply the three aspects of the SPMT. This requires the devel-
opment of a method (i.e., prescribing how to construct the
process model according to the individually fitting structured
serialized process modeling principle of the SPMT) and a
treatment (i.e., describing how to train modelers to use that
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method). Subsequently, the degree of treatment adoption in an
experimental context can be measured.

Second, it should be examined if the positive effect on load,
overload and by consequence accuracy and speed manifests
itself indeedwhenmodelers are trained to apply the developed
method based on the three aspects of the SPMT (i.e., testing
causality). This requires reformulating the hypotheses into
causal relations between the variables and the set-up of a
controlled comparative experiment to isolate the effect of the
treatment in the measurements of these causal relations.

9 Conclusion

In experimental modeling sessions with master students that
were instructed to construct a process model based on the
same textual description, we noted various differences in the
produced process models. For example different syntactical
errors were found in the models. Some errors were made con-
sistently and can be caused by a lack of knowledge, whereas
other errors seem to be a result of cognitive failures during
process modeling. For the development of tools to help mod-
elers to reduce the latter type of errors, knowledge is needed
about why, how and when these failures occur and impact the
accuracy and speed of the modeling process. This knowledge
was not readily available and therefore it is provided in this
article in the form of an explanatory theory.

The developed theory is called the Structured Process
Modeling Theory (SPMT) and consists of three parts. Based
on observations and impressions, and on explanations from
cognitive literature, it describes how the probability of cogni-
tive overload can be reduced by (i) serializing the modeling
process, and (ii) structuring that serialization (iii) in a way that
fitswith the characteristics of the modeler. The research meth-
odology of theory building based on observations and impres-
sions and using components of existing theories should war-
rant the utility of the newly developed theory. However, a
brief evaluation of the theory and a discussion on the limita-
tions are described in Sections 6 and 8.

This work is important on three levels. Firstly, it provides
new knowledge on the relation between serializing, structuring
and fit of the process modeling approach on the one hand and
cognitive effectiveness and efficiency on the other hand. It
explains why some modelers struggle (more than others) with
the complexity of constructing a process model. This knowl-
edge in itself is useful because it facilitates the selection of
suitable modelers or modeling approaches for concrete
projects.

Secondly, it is a step towards the development of a method
that aims at supporting modelers to select and implement an
optimized process modeling strategy that fits with the task at
hand and with the characteristics of the modeler. If the theory
is true, if a modeler can be trained to modify his modeling

technique and if this change of approach preserves the de-
scribed effects, the SPMT has the potential to significantly
and positively impact the quality of future process modeling
projects.

Lastly, the knowledge and the method can be used to de-
velop tool support for process modeling that is differentiated
(i.e., the features of the tool can differ according to the use(r)
of the tool) or adaptive (i.e., the features of the tool change
during the modeling process, for example to support consec-
utive phases of modeling). Tools can ease a modeler’s transi-
tion to an improved process-modeling technique and can aid
the application of such a technique.
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Appendix A. Recorded modeling operations in CEP

Cheetah Experimental Platform records every interaction with
the tool while modeling. Figure 13 displays a list that contains
the subset of the recorded operations that are represented in
the PPMChart visualization, together with the used symbols in
the visualization.

Appendix B. Questionnaire used in the observational
modeling sessions

1. What is your gender? (M/F)
2. How old are you?
3. What is your native language?
4. What is your current profession? (Student/Other)

If you have selected ‘Other’ please specify which
profession.

5. How many years ago did you start process modeling?
6. How many process models have you analyzed or read

within the last 12 months? (A year has about 250

Fig. 13 Model interactions recorded in CEP and visualized in the
PPMChart
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workdays. In case you read one model per day, this
would sum up to 250 models per year)

7. How many process models have you created or edited
within the last 12 months?

8. How many activities did all these models have on
average?

9. How many workdays of formal training on process
modeling have you received within the last 12 months?
(This includes e.g. university lectures, certification
courses, training courses. 15 weeks of a 90 min univer-
sity lecture is roughly 3 work days)

10. How many workdays of self-education have you made
within the last 12 months? (This includes e.g. learning-
by-doing, learning-on-the-fly, self-study of textbooks or
specifications)

11. Which education program are you following?_(OML/
BIS/IM/CSE/Other)

If you have selected ‘Other’ please specify which
education program.

12. Which process modeling languages have you used be-
fore?

(Aris (express)/BPEL/BPMN/BPM|one/Petri Nets-
Colored Petri Nets-CPN Tools/Tibco-COSA/Workflow
Nets-WoPeD/Other).

If you have selected ‘Other’ please specify which
modeling languages.

13. I consider myself being a process-modeling expert. (*)
14. I have troubles reading English texts. (*)
15. I have troubles understanding English text. (*)
16. I am familiar with processes in the financial domain. (*)
17. I am familiar with mortgage approval processes (*)
18. I have created process models in the financial domain

before. (*)
19. I have created process models for a mortgage process

before. (*)
20. Overall, I am familiar with the BPMN modeling lan-

guage. (*)
21. I feel confident in understanding process models created

with the BPMN modeling language. (*)
22. I feel competent in using the BPMN modeling language

for process modeling. (*)

23. Howmanymonths ago did you start using BPMN? (The
first version of BPMN stems from May 2004, i.e.
60 months until May 2009)

24. Have you completed the assignment? (yes/no)
25. How would you assess the mental effort for completing

the modeling task? (1–10)
26. I have experienced language difficulties when reading

and understanding the case description. (*)
27. I found the case description easy to understand. (*)
28. I found the case description complex and difficult to

follow. (*)
29. The case description was ambiguous. (*)
30. The case was clearly described. (*)
31. Have you experienced any disturbances during the exe-

cution of the modeling task? (yes/no)
If yes, which (kind of) disturbances have you

experienced?
32. Learning to use the BPMN modeling language is easy

for me. (*)
33. I find it easy to get the BPMN modeling language to do

what I want it to do. (*)
34. My interaction with the BPMN modeling language is

clear and understandable. (*)
35. I find the BPMN modeling language to be flexible to

interact with. (*)
36. It would be easy for me to become skillful at using the

BPMN modeling language. (*)
37. I find the BPMN modeling language easy to use. (*)
38. Learning to operate the modeling tool is easy for me. (*)
39. I find it easy to get the modeling tool to do what I want it

to do. (*)
40. My interaction with the modeling tool is clear and un-

derstandable. (*)
41. I find the modeling tool to be flexible to interact with. (*)
42. It would be easy for me to become skillful at using the

modeling tool. (*)
43. I find the modeling tool easy to use. (*)

(*) This item had to be scored on a 7-point Likert scale
(strongly agree – agree – somewhat agree – neutral – some-
what disagree – disagree – strongly disagree)

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

PDK01

PDK02

PDK03

PDK04

PMK01

PMK02

PMK03 strongly agree

agree

somewhat agree

neutral

somewhat disagree

disagree

strongly disagree

Fig. 14 Indicated prior domain
knowledge (PDK) and prior
modeling knowledge (PMK)
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Appendix C. Prior knowledge and modeling
experience of the participants

Figures 14 and 15 show information about the prior knowl-
edge and modeling experience of the participants of the ob-
servational modeling sessions described in Section 3.

Prior domain knowledge (PDK)

& I am familiar with processes in the financial domain.
(PDK01)

& I am familiar with mortgage approval processes (PDK02)
& I have created process models in the financial domain

before. (PDK03)
& I have created process models for a mortgage process be-

fore. (PDK04)

Prior modeling knowledge (PMK)

& Overall, I am familiar with the BPMNmodeling language.
(PMK01)

& I feel confident in understanding process models created
with the BPMN modeling language. (PMK02)

& I feel competent in using the BPMN modeling language
for process modeling. (PMK03)

Modeling experience (ME)

& How many years ago did you start process modeling?
(ME01)

& How many process models have you analyzed or read
within the last 12 months? (A year has about 250 work-
days. In case you read one model per day, this would sum
up to 250 models per year) (ME02)

& How many process models have you created or edited
within the last 12 months? (ME03)

& How many activities did all these models have on aver-
age? (ME04)

& Howmanyworkdays of formal training on process model-
ing have you received within the last 12 months? (This
includes e.g. university lectures, certification courses,

training courses. 15 weeks of a 90 min university lecture
is roughly 3 work days) (ME05)

& How many workdays of self-education have you made
within the last 12 months? (This includes e.g. learning-
by-doing, learning-on-the-fly, self-study of textbooks or
specifications) (ME06)

& How many months ago did you start using BPMN?
(ME07)

Appendix D. Observed syntactic errors
in the observational modeling sessions

Table 5 lists the observed syntactic errors in the produced
models of the observational modeling sessions. Most errors
were considered to potentially be caused by cognitive failure
(marked ‘cognitive’ in Table 5), whereas the consistent ab-
sence of (a certain kind of) gateways was assumed to originate

Fig. 15 Indicated modeling
experience (ME)

Table 5 Observed syntactic errors in the observational modeling
sessions

Syntactic error Type

Contains no end event (but does contain a
start event)

Cognitive

Contains an end event in the middle
(outgoing edge on end event)

Cognitive/knowledge

Some, but not all of the paths are not closed
(missing end event?)

Cognitive

Contains no split gateways at all Knowledge

Contains either no XOR or no AND split
gateways at all

Knowledge

Forgot some, but not all split gateways Cognitive

Contains no join gateways at all Knowledge

Contains either no XOR or no AND join
gateways at all

Knowledge

Forgot some, but not all join gateways Cognitive

One gateway combines a join and split feature Cognitive/knowledge

Wrong type of join combined with a certain split Cognitive

Gateway with only one ingoing and one
outgoing edge

Cognitive

Wrong nesting of gateways Cognitive

AND and XOR are joined together in one
join gateway

Cognitive
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in a lack of knowledge of the modeling language rules
(marked ‘knowledge’ in Table 5).

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons At t r ibut ion 4 .0 In te rna t ional License (h t tp : / /
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided you give
appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link
to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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